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Abstract. The increasing popularity of resource exchange through peer-to-
peer networks has encouraged the development of ways to support distributed 
and heterogeneous enterprise computing. Unfortunately, the prospect of 
distrust attracts agents seeking to weaken the network by propagating fraud 
and bad services, that is, establish the trust mechanism of the P2P network. 
Based on recommendation, a number of computational trust and reputation 
models were proposed for resource-sharing network based on agents. This 
paper presents a recommendation-based trust model, which utilizes theory of 
collaborative filtering and social network. Compared with existing trust model, 
this model has two main features. First, it eliminates malicious 
recommendation by evaluating credibility of recommender. Second, it adjusts 
calculating of path weight, while combining trust path, which addresses the 
problem of subjectivity in path weight initialization. Finally, comparing with 
Beth model based on eBay*s data, the result shows the feasibility and 
effectiveness of this approach. 

1 Introduction 

The rapid development o of internet and enterprise computing has stimulated the use 
of resource sharing and exchange using peer-to-peer (P2P) networks in distributed 
and heterogeneous enterprise computing. However, the accessibility of these systems 
makes them vuhierable to malicious users wishing to poison the system with 
corrupted data or harmful services for personal. The lack of trust mechanism has 
resulted in large numbers of frauds and bad services [1]. 

Many research groups and organizations have proposed trust models based on 
recommendation, applied in resource sharing service of the P2P pattern successfully. 
In recommendation-based trust model, recommending trust coalition of trust path is 
the key best of all. Analyzing existing recommend-based trust model, there have 
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been a great deal of efforts in trust quantification, but still not enough on trust 
transmission. 

The Beth [2] model utilizes probability to model subject trust in brief and 
synthesize recommendation-based trust by getting mean, which can't reflect truth of 
the trust relationship. The model by Rahaman [3] just figures out the transmission 
rule and calculating formula of trust degree. So it can't deduce recommendation-
based trust. There are also many other scholars, who adopt variant means to measure 
and deduce the trust relationship, for example the Bayes network [4], rough set 
theory [5], evidence theory [6,7], social network analysis [8], probability [2], etc. 
However, all these models have some problems in the aspect of trust transmission. 
There exist many limitations in trust coalition, which mostly include the high 
subjectivity in setting weight, difficult to reflect the trust reality and unable to 
eliminate negative impacts of malicious recommending. 

The objective of this study is to apply recommendation theory to trust 
calculating. In the social network, trust relationship is the key of users' human 
relations and the trust degree of two strangers is usually decided by recommendation 
of other users. This paper presents a recommendation-based trust model, which 
utilizes theory of collaborative filtering and social network. 

2 Recommendation-Based Personal Trust Model 

In our model, users will select those who have transaction history with unknown user 
and has close trust scenario and trust tendency as the recommender of that unknown 
user. Then based on the recommendation of above recommender, users can build 
parallel trust network and incorporate trust paths, fmally get the personal evaluation 
of unfamiliar user's trust. 

Following is the sequence of our model: 1) indirect trust computing.2) trust path 
deduction. 3) trust path amalgamation. 4) trust computing of unfamiliar user. 

2.1 Indirect Trust Computing 

Aiming at the limitation of model proposed by Beth [2] and Yu [7], the paper sets the 
maximum length of a trust path as 6 according to Six Degrees of Separation 
suggested by social psychologist Stanley Milgram [5], which cuts down the time of 
traversing in trust paths, therefore, raises computing efficiency and strengthens 
explainability of trust model by using existing research of sociology theories. 

Definition 1 The direct trust r / , which user / hold about usery is given by 

nunt _ transit, j) 
(1) 

Where, «Mw_/ra«5(/,_/)_denote the transaction time, p (0</7< l) denote the 
time attenuation factor, and / {i,j) denote average reputation feedback. 
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Definition 2 WS{j) =\x\3xexj^ AXj^eX] denote the witness set of user y, user x 
who satisfies x e x̂  A A: e WS{j) is defined as witness x in trust path x^. 

Definition 3 If there exist a trust path x = x(/,Oi,02,---,o^,-">o„-i\y)> of which 
Oj^ is the Ath recommender in trust path x, then the direct trust ^/(^)), which user 
i(j) holds about usery//) in trust path x, is given by 

r / = U^R,M.CR^Mr:i^\[cR:,io,_^)z:i^\x,i e [0,l] (2) 

C7?j() denote credibility of recommendation information, which is given by 

Where, X denote the longest trust length, / denote length of trust path x . 

2.2 Trust Path Deducing 

To evaluate trust degree of user y, user / need search recommender of user y within 
own trustable user set TN(i) or selected recommender's trustable user set TN(.) first 
of all, then seek trust paths whose length is shorter than 6 between user / and usery, 
finally computing the direct trust r/ that user / holds about user y, according to 
formula (1). If length of trust path is bigger than 6, there doesn't exist any trust path 
between user / and usery, in other words there doesn't direct trust between user / and 
user/ Algorithm 1 gives the implementation of above trust path deducing. 

2.3 Trust Path Combination 

Defmition 4 Supposing that there exist m trust paths X^JCJ,-^x,,, between user / and 
usery. If x. r\x^i^(t), trust path x. and x^ is defined as parallel trust path. 

Currently the common means of trust path combination system mainly includes 
arithmetical average [1], weighted average [9] and weight based etc [10]. Above-
mentioned means all have limitations, such as excessively simple operation and 
overly sharp subjectivity while weight setting etc. In order to resolve above-
mentioned problem, the Beth model adopts equally deducing number to combine 
trust paths. However, it doesn't consider the distortion problem of recommended 
information while combing trust paths. Therefore it will bring about computing 
deviation of recommending trust. The paper introduces recommendation information 
credibility therefore and steers an improvement to the Beth model. 

Let Xj denote thejth trust path, the formula to combine trust path is given by 

V /=! (4) 
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2.4 Unknown User Trust Computing 

Based on means proposed by Beth, the paper presents a modified means to compute 
unknown user's trust degree, by adopting the credibility of recommendation 
information. Direct trust T^^^{ij) that user / holds about unknown usery is given by 

Where, j,kd denote witness k of user y, k,l denote the /th trust path whose 
terminal node is k, rij^ denote the number of trust paths whose terminal node is k. 

3 Experiment 

We used Lucking-Reilly's eBay data set [11]. He collected 2439 transaction data 
between June 12̂ ^ 1999 and August 4* 1999. Table 1 shows the data description. 
There are 1026 unique users, which forms a virtual social networks G. 

Table 1. Data Description 

Variable 

Buyer 
Seller 
Double as 

Amount 

691 
380 
45 

Average Average 
amount of transaction 
transaction partnernumber 

2.043 3.530 
3.716 6.418 

4.8 

Average 
transaction price 
($) 

134.078 
222.439 
249.832 

3.1 Single User Experiment 

We choose a buyer named cobra?6 from 691 buyers randomly. As shown in Fig. 1, 
comparing with Beth model, our model' error is smaller than Beth's. The reason is 
that our model computes trustworthiness. Our model can not only improve 
computing efficiency, but also overcome malicious reconmienders' negative effect 
on trustworthiness computing. Moreover, when combining trust path, we incorporate 
credibility of trust path into our model to reduce computing error aroused by 
recommend information dissipation. Thus, it enhances our model's precision. 

3.2 Multi User Experiment 

We choose one buyer (or seller) for each credit rank from 691 buyers randomly, then 
use our model and Beth model to compute given users' trustworthiness separately 
and compare two models' error (as shown in Table 2 and Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 1. Trustworthiness Computing Error Fig. 2, Trustworthiness Computing Error 

Table 2. Computing Error Comparison 

User 
No. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Chosen user 

shoalscoins 
juee 

goodealcoins 
epach29601@aol.com 
bbfinethings 
alscoin@home.com 

Credit 
rank 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Beth model 
Average error Total error 

0.6567 
0.6617 
0.525 
0.5222 
0.5797 
0.6612 

0.6011 

Our model 
Average error Total error 

0.3033 0.3624 
0.4443 
0.2313 
0.4129 
0.3182 
0.4644 

As shown in table2, our modePs total error is 36.24, which is smaller than Beth's 
(60.11%). It indicates that our model is more feasible and precise than Beth model. 
And the results demonstrate that building given users* social network is an effective 
method to measure trustworthiness about strangers. 

4 Conclusions 

Aimmg at the scarcity of personality m existuig trust model, utilizing the theory of 
social network and collaborative filtermg, the paper designs a recommendation-
based trust model. The later experiments mdicate that comparing with Beth model, 
this model is available and feasible. 
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